Azuth
Titles: The all knowing, The Wise, Lord of Spells!
Designation: Elder God!
Domains: Illusion, Knowledge, Magic, Spell craft and Alchemy!
Sacred Object: The Old Staff.!
Alignment: Lawful Neutral!
Symbol: A white starburst on a blue background!
Followers: Wizards, Mages, Spell casters and philosophers in general.!
Personality : Azuth’s personality is a queer one. Although jovial and kind his aloofness to others
and their problems can be problematic. More attracted to objects of his own interest than people
that need his help, Azuth is the perfect diety for obsessive magicians everywhere. His sense of
humour is also strange, always referencing to inside jokes on the “Inner-web” a magical
message board community of mages.!
Physical Description: An incredibly thin man who’s face is mostly obscured by a single long
beard that stretches all the way to the ground. he wears a simple blue mage hat and robe, while
carrying a simple wooden staff.!

!
!

Bane
Titles: The Red Master, The Conquerer, The Dark One!
Designation: New God!
Alignment: Lawful Evil!
Domains: Illusion, Knowledge, Magic, Spell craft and Alchemy!
Symbol: A red hand with three fingers and a thumb. Soldiers are marked with a red stripe, often
called “The Crimson Raiders”!
Followers: The battle proud and power hungry, those bent for wealth or power, those that he
has corrupted with his influence. !
Sacred Object: Unknown!

!
!

Personality: Bane has always been hungry for power, and after his ascension to godhood this
power has only grown. Although normally reclusive and pensive as a person, he can also be
quite charismatic at times, and knows how to affect his personality over a crowd and rally
supporters for his black causes. The only thing greater that his lust for power is his hubris. He
loathes having to fight for himself or direct confrontation, which is why his tactic is so often to
corrupt and infect others to do his budding for him. Do not let you fool you however, his power in
combat is enormous, and was one of his attributes that won him godship. He wants whatever he
sees and in his mind it is already his, he is just punishing the world for pretending otherwise.!

!

Physical Description: Bane can most often be found assuming the shape of a slender, pale
human with coal black hair. He wears a black, floor length cape trimmed around the neck with
raven feathers. Although he is a god he does not share the same larger than life size that most
gods exhibit. !

!

Other information: Bane seems to be aware of the motions of the party against him. He has
corrupted the goblins and the changelings, masquerading as orcs, to work for him. He is

rumoured to have killed a few gods, although in the chaos of the etherial god war nobody is sure
which, other than Lo, god of Dragons and Shar, mistress of the night!

!
!
!

Chauntea
Titles: Earth mother, Grain godess, The firm!
Designation: Ancient God!
Domains: Earth, lesser natural vegetation and creatures,!
Alignment: Lawful good!
Symbol: a budding flower on a green background.!
Followers: farmers, travellers and all other folk who work upon or in the ground. Is revered by
most who know of the gods!
Sacred Object: The Seeds of Creation!

!
!

Personality : Chauntea's personality is almost as mythic as her powers. she is a headstrong
god and will overcome any problem, much like how seeds will seek to grow over any terrain,
despite any challenge. Because of her experience and age she is incredibly wise about the
workings of creatures and the cosmos. She is a fair judge and considerate for the life forms that
inhabit most planes. !

!

Physical Description: Chuntea stands about 9 foot tall, like most other gods, with dark skin
and long hair of a reddish blonde, that looks like wheat at sunset. She dresses simply with
green and earth toned cloth garments and simple jewellery. !

!

Other Information: Chauntea has worked with the party and west gate to defeat Bane. She has
a sister, Umberlee, and has shown great distain for her. !

!
!
!
!

Morodin
Titles: Ironhammer, The Great Craftsman , World creator.!
Designation: Elder god!

!

Domains: Blacksmith shops, mines and places of resource gathering or creation.!
Alignment: Neutral Good!
Followers: Blacksmiths, miners, engineers or creators of any type.!
Symbol: A hammer over a blue background!
Sacred Object: chui-zu - The great hammer.!

!

Personality : Although outwardly stern and gruff morodin has quite a silly side to himself as
well. He is always curious and love to build and marvel at achievement. Although he is a good
god to his followers he spends most of his time creating marvels than acting as a leader to his

people, which don’t seem to bother his followers who are also engaged in the very same
pursuit.!

!

Physical Description: Morodin has many of the same physical ratios as a dwarf, except is
around 6 foot tall. He has a great brown-grey beard and heavy set eyes that twinkle out from a
stele crowned helmet. as well as iron or platinum rings and braiding. although he sometimes
wears armour of his own creation he is more often seen in leather gloves and smock of a great
craftsman.!

!

Other Info: Bane is responsible for choosing the party for the quest, or rather, the humorous
part of his psyche he managed to slip back into this realm in a loophole. He is the patron god of
Westgate and the dwarves and works to stop Bane. He has also shown his support for
Bassanio, the boy king of Westgate.!

!

Torm
Titles: The Protector, the Just, the Watchman!
Designation: Elder God!
Domains: Fortresses and Castles, courthouses and lawful lands.!
Alignment: Lawful good!

!

Symbol: A silver sword on a white background.!
Followers: Judges, watchers, protectors and paladins, those who seek to protect and improve
the world!
Personality: N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!
Sacred Object: Helm of the Watcher!

!

Umberlee
Titles: The Bitch Queen, The Queen of the Depths.!
Designation: Ancient God!
Domains: The ocean and other great bodies of water!
Sacred Object: Drowning Death!
Alignment: Neutral Evil!
Symbol: a expanse of blue with gold waves!

!

Followers: Seamen, Fishermen and all others who encounter the sea!
Personality : N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!

!
Other Information: Is sisters with Chauntea!
!

Kossuth

Titles: Light Bringer, Fire Lord, Hot.!
Designation: Ancient God!

Domains: Fire, magma and other hot things.!
Alignment: Chaotic good!

!

Symbol: A silver flame tongue on an orange background.!
Followers: Those who embrace the fire light, Fire creatures and elementals, nudists !
Personality: N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!
Sacred Object: Flametongue (Great cat-nine-tail)!

!

Shar
Titles: Mistress of the Night, Lady of Loss, Dark Godess.!
Designation: Ancient God!
Domains: The night, blackness, fear!
Alignment: Neutral Evil!
Symbol: An expanse of Mauve!
Followers: Thieves, Druids and other malcontents who proffer from the night.!
Sacred Object: Bow of Blackness!

!

Personality: N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!

!
!

Silvanus
Titles: Forest father, Father up on high,!
Designation: Elder God!
Domains: The forests, great foliage and fauna, Fey !
Sacred Object: Root of the father!
Alignment: Neutral Neutral!

!

Symbol: A white starburst on a blue background!
Followers: Elves (both drow and high) those who work with fey magic!
Personality : N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!

!

Lo
Titles: Master of beasts. Skyfear, God of Dragons!
Designation: Ancient God!
Domains: Dragons, epic beasts, fire, ice.!
Alignment: Chaotic good!
Symbol: A curved black talon on an orange background.!
Followers: Dragons, Dragonborn, Epic beasts. !
Sacred Object: Dragon’s heart!

!

Personality: N/A!

Physical Description: N/A!

!

Talos
Titles: Thunder bringer, Sky master. !
Designation: Elder God!
Domains: Weather, atmosphere!
Alignment: Chaotic neutral!
Symbol: Grey banner with a yellow lightning bolt !
Followers: Revered by all those affected by the weather.!
Sacred Object: Lightning Bolts.!

!

Personality: N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!

!

Uthgar
Titles: The strong, The Brave, The Smasher!
Designation: elder god!
Domains: war, conflict, fighting!
Alignment: Neutral Neutral!
Symbol: A gold fist on a purple banner. !
Followers: The order of Uthgar, warriors and mercenaries. !
Sacred Object: Fists of Uthgar (bracers)!

!

Personality: Uthgar has a strange personality. He is, at times, like a small battle obsessed
child. He things singly of himself and how he can accumulate greater power and respect in
battle. He does not support his followers or make friends, but people do seem to follow him,
trying to emulate his ways. Although he can be a wild card he holds his honour high and will
always keep his word, although getting his word is often the hard part.!

!

Physical Description: Uthgar stands at about 10 feet tall, normally clad in only black leather
pants and bracers. He has a brown pseudo mullet and a beard as well as a tuft of chest hair in
his bulging muscles. !

!

Lolth
Titles: Queen of spiders, Mistress of lies, Scourge of the Drow. !
Designation: Godling!
Domains: Tricks, Dreams, darkness, spiders and lies!
Alignment: Chaotic Evil!
Symbol: A black banner.!
Followers: Old and twisted racist drow, Cultists, the undead. !

Sacred Object: Nightsilk.!

!

Personality: N/A!
Physical Description: N/A!

!
!

Ilmater
Titles: God of the compassionate eye, The weeper, Pain baron.!
Designation: elder god!
Domains: Pain, those who suffer, those who are unjustly treated and the protection of children,
healing arts.!
Alignment: lawful Neutral!
Symbol: a bleeding eye.!
Followers: any begin that needs help or is oppressed, healers.!
Personality: Ilmater is a kind, loving god. Vowing to protect all those who need him, Ilmater is a
favoured god of children, those who are oppressed, and those who want to help or heal the
world. However, he also is not without his bizarre sides. Ilmater favours himself a poet and is
often the cause of his own emotional suffering by flinging himself into impossible and overlydramatic bouts of romance. He has an ongoing infatuation with Chauntea who has spurned his
advances many times. !

!

Physical Description: Ilmater was, at one point, the god of the changelings for they were the
most opressed, but he has since moved on when the changelings deserted him for Bane.
Ilmater changes his appearance to match the race he is currently protecting the most, and
therefore, currently resembles a large, orc. With leaf green skin and a slight build, in orc
standards, Imater is considered to be quite a handsome orc, but only when he is wearing his
blindfold, covering the holes where his eyes would be if they hadn’t been stolen by Bane.!

!

Kelemvor
Titles: Black maiden, The Last Judge, Mother God, Lady of death!
Designation: Ancient god!
Domains: Death !
Alignment: Neutral Neutral!
Symbol: a set of silver scales on a black background !
Followers: Those who are about to die, and necromancers (agains her will)!
Sacred Object: The soul scale!
Personality: residing exclusively in the realm of the underworld Kelemvor has met few people
that have returned to tell the tale. She is said to be fair, but stern. It is rumoured that many of the
gods are fearful of Kelemvor, although the reasons are still not clear. !

!

Physical Description: N/A

